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Beattie’s Farms & Distillers is a family-run distillery based out of 
Alliston, Ontario. Dedicated to creating premium farm-to-bottle 
products, Beattie’s produces spirits from the finest potatoes.

Hoping to reach more consumers during the 2021 holiday season, 
Beattie’s asked Socialdrop to help spread the word about the brand 
and its gift-worthy products. 

After sharing holiday-themed content on social media to generate 
excitement, we created unique influencer kits complete with a 
Beattie’s recipe book, Beattie’s spirits, and more. We sent these kits 
to relevant social media influencers, who then demonstrated how 
easy it is to make cocktails with Beattie’s products.

This influencer campaign was a fun, engaging way to improve 
consumer awareness of the Beattie’s product line, increase sales, 
and boost brand awareness through social media content. 

Overview



‘Tis the Season 
  for Beattie’s
Get in the holiday spirit with good food, good company, and most definitely good cocktails.

Goal: Spread awareness about the Beattie’s product line, push sales, and compile content.
How: Leverage targeted influencers to showcase unique holiday recipes featuring Beattie’s vodka.
When: Christmas 2021. 
Who: Toronto-based food and lifestyle influencers.

Campaign Length: 4 weeks



Strategy: 

We set out to inspire people to 
think Beattie’s during the holiday 
season. To accomplish this, we 
worked with a mixologist to 
infuse Beattie’s into traditional 
holiday drinks, and we curated 
a cocktail recipe book featuring 
these drinks.

Content Strategy:
• Holiday studio shoot
• Curated cocktail recipe book (physical and digital)
• Motion graphics
• Webpage featuring Beattie’s cocktail recipes

Marketing Strategy:
• Influencer cocktail kits
• Strategic partnerships 
• Local influencer collaborations



PHASE 1
CONTENT STRATEGY



Studio Shoot

We rented a holiday-themed space for a photoshoot, 
teamed up with a local mixologist to create tailored 
cocktails, and sourced unique props to add the perfect 
holiday touch to a new collection of social media content.

Space: Preto Loft
Duration: 5 hr 30 min

Prep: 
Worked with mixologist to curate drink menu
Planned shot list [with photographer]
Hired bartender
Acquired props and ingredients
Hired and styled models

A studio shoot is a cost-effective way to capture the look A studio shoot is a cost-effective way to capture the look 
and feel of your campaign and brand. It offers a controlled, and feel of your campaign and brand. It offers a controlled, 
private environment for collaboration between your team private environment for collaboration between your team 
and ours, making it a great opportunity to come together and ours, making it a great opportunity to come together 
on the campaign’s vibe.on the campaign’s vibe.



Photoshoot 

By creating and executing on a shot list, we can plan ahead to capture specific By creating and executing on a shot list, we can plan ahead to capture specific 
content relevant to your campaign’s season, milestone, event, or other special content relevant to your campaign’s season, milestone, event, or other special 
moment. Our experience and data from previous campaigns allows us to create moment. Our experience and data from previous campaigns allows us to create 
fresh, custom content that stands out equally to Instagram’s algorithms and fresh, custom content that stands out equally to Instagram’s algorithms and 
users—and to your intended audience.users—and to your intended audience.



Beattie’s Cocktail Recipe Book
The Beattie’s cocktail recipe book, Drink and Be Merry, 
includes seven cocktail recipes for the holiday season. 
Each recipe includes ingredients and techniques for 
crafting the perfect holiday cocktail with Beattie’s.

Application: 
Hard copy for media kits
Web version for website
Social assets for Instagram



Motion Graphics
We crafted several motion graphics to spread holiday cheer while 
promoting awareness of the Beattie’s brand. These short animations 
are a quick, efficient way to inspire and inform online audiences.

note: the above are animated motion graphics.
Motion graphics are animated graphic designs, usually featuring text, Motion graphics are animated graphic designs, usually featuring text, 
that we use to quickly convey information while also entertaining the that we use to quickly convey information while also entertaining the 
viewer. When creating motion graphics, we aim to delight your audience viewer. When creating motion graphics, we aim to delight your audience 
and inspire them to take a specific action. and inspire them to take a specific action. 



Webpage

To maximize conversions 
from this campaign—
that is, converting social 
followers into customers—
we added the recipes to 
the Beattie’s website in 
order to drive traffic to the 
site from Instagram.



PHASE 2
MARKETING STRATEGY



Influencer Cocktail Kits
We created an influencer cocktail kit to give 
relevant influencers a taste of the Beattie’s 
brand and products. By using this kit to mix 
cocktails on their channels, the influencers 
provided their followers an opportunity for 
fun, interactive engagement with the brand.

Goal: Provide a look at Beattie’s  
         “farm-to-bottle” approach to distilling.

Kit Items:  
Drink and Be Merry Beattie’s 
Cocktail Recipe Book
Beattie’s spirits
A handwritten card
Cocktail garnishes from  
Cocktail Companions  

Influencer media kits have become our go-Influencer media kits have become our go-
to marketing tool for elevating influencer to marketing tool for elevating influencer 
campaigns, and for good reason. These campaigns, and for good reason. These 

kits allow us to better control the content kits allow us to better control the content 
of influencer campaigns and increase their of influencer campaigns and increase their 

impact on brand awareness. Our visually impact on brand awareness. Our visually 
beautiful kits encourage influencers beautiful kits encourage influencers 

to show off branded content on their to show off branded content on their 
channels. We also focus on fun—the channels. We also focus on fun—the 

more creative and engaging the kit, the more creative and engaging the kit, the 
better the content it will inspire.better the content it will inspire.



Strategic Partnership

We partnered with Cocktail Companions, a 
Toronto company specializing in dehydrated 
cocktail garnishes. 

By including these garnishes in the photo 
campaign and providing them in the influencer 
cocktail kits, we allowed influencers to elevate 
their content—and with it, the Beattie’s brand.

Budget: Sponsored 

  



Influencer Collaborations
After extensive vetting, we reached out to 16 key 
influencers (paid and non-paid) across Toronto 
and the GTA to help spread awareness about 
Beattie’s during the holiday season. 

Each influncer was gifted a Beattie’s cocktail kit  
to share with their followers and create custom 
content with.

• 1 x feed post
• 1 x story unboxing
• Unlimited stories

The Ask:
  

Social media influencers, also known Social media influencers, also known 
as content creators, are skilled brand as content creators, are skilled brand 
strategists in their own right. Teaming strategists in their own right. Teaming 
up with targeted influencers that are up with targeted influencers that are 
relevant to your campaign allows relevant to your campaign allows 
us to reach a wider audience and us to reach a wider audience and 
increase brand awareness. Influencer increase brand awareness. Influencer 
partnerships also result in cost-partnerships also result in cost-
effective, high-quality content that you effective, high-quality content that you 
can repurpose later.can repurpose later.



THE RESULTS



Content

@meetandeats

@meetandeats



Content

@meetandeats



The hype:

The following is a screengrab  
of the “tagged section” on the  
Beattie’s Instagram profile.

Organic Engagement 



THE IMPACT



Influencers

16
Reach

604K
Feed Posts

16

Likes & Comments Stories

46543
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